
Once again we were treated to an event 
with surprises.
Things appeared more or less normal to 
begin with and No Balls did a fairly 
competent trail description and sent us all 
lumbering across the field and sure enough 
the promised paper was located quickly 
enough. 



We came to the first Check and it 
appeared as if the pack had a collective 
brain fart, with the exception of a few who 
did the right thing and went looking for the 
trail, all the rest just stood around staring at 
the sky and picking their noses and 
scratching their arses waiting until the call 
of ON ON trilled in the distance.

On On!



A flat route was promised, and that part was correct, tick!
Split signs were promised and despite careful searching none 
could be located, oh oh X.
On route our little party heard calls from others, but mainly 

“where the fukawe?”



On our eventual return to camp, it was put to 
N.B. that his signs had disappeared!
Oh shoot! he muttered.
“I put them on the back of the HHH signs but 
forgot to turn them round!” 
Nice one!!
So, throats oiled and Hash shirts donned, 
NFC tooted his tooter and without prompting, 
the Hare, No Balls strode in and plonked 
himself on the ice to await the result.

That result was a resounding roar 
for Hash Shit, surely a TKO as 
everyone made it back and he more 
or less put paper where it should 
have been, but the pack spoke. I 
think it was all part of a carefully 
crafted plan on N.B’s part to keep 
possession of the Shit Paddle.



The Wankin’ grasser Big Yin, made a serious hole in the piss 
stocks when he called in the entire mob of shufflers for 
monumental check hanging, he was interrupted by Tangerine 
Man who was yabbering on about something and ended up 
being consigned to Iceland.



Because of the lateness of this masterful piece of literary excellence I 
can’t recall who was the Rambo Snitch but he/she collared a few 
offenders and justice was done.



A load of returners made excuses for their absence and one or two deserters 
did likewise.



No name Denise waddled in to discover his new 
identity but couldn’t take the knee and a dinky little 
seat was produced and after some discussion he was 
welcomed to the family bearing the title “No cash No 
Gash”, I’ll bet he got on the trumpet to his friends and 
family back in Canadia to give them the glad tidings.



Urinetrouble took the prize as 
FRB and Kristal, daughter of 
N.B. scooped the Hash Crash 
bunnet of shame.



Brothel Bob and Crack of Dawn will do 
their thing on the Plai Laam shore!
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